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their'regiIlar wages. In both' 6f these' cases all the claimants were
mcqti.rt, a grosssiun had been fixed for the whole salvage service,
and the circumstances favored the method for making distribution
among the several claimants. In the case at bar the effort is to
mdu<le:the court to proceed the reverse way, and; having determined
that the master was entitled toa certain liberal compensation, it
is'iuvged that the mates and engineers should be compensated on the
same liberal scale, and in proportion to their wages; but the cir-
cumstances of the present case do not justify such an award, and,
besides, this method of procedure, once established, would inevitably
lead to' claims for salvage services being presented in succession by
individuals, the most meritorious first, so as to secure the largest
possible. scale of compensation, by which others, to follow, might be
determined. This would clearly be unjust, not only in the en-
couragement it would give for a multiplicity of suits, but in the pro-
motion of false and exaggerated claims.
In the former case I awarded '100 to each member of the crew

who had presented his claim, and I am informed that the owner of
the;Wellington has settled with fourteen others of the crew on that
basis. I will accordingly direct that a decree be entered in favor
of the present libelants for the sum of $100 each.

THE WILLIA,M ORR.
THE MAGGIE S. ROBINSON.

(District Court, N. D. New York. March 16, 1893.)

J. COLLI/lION-TUGS AND Tows-ABSENCE OF HEI,MSMAN.
. The absence from his post of the helmsman of a canal boat In a tow
does not render the boat at fault for a collision which the helmsman could
have done nothing to prevent if he had been at his· post.

2. SAME-PASSING IN NARROW CHANNEL.
'l'he tug 0., with tow, bound up the Hudson river, met the tug 0., with

tow, coming down, about a mile below the Troy bridge, in a narrow chan-
nel, with Slow current, and on a clear day. Each tug in passing hugged
the shore as closely as prudent navigation would permit, but the tug R.,
with tow; following the C., attempted to pass between the O. and the C.,
and collided with the O.'s tow. HeW, that the R. was In fault in attempt-
Ing to ·pass.

8. SAME-STOPPING-CHANGING COURSE.
Just before the collision the O. stopped, backed, and took in 250 feet ot

hawser; then, seeing that a collision was imminent, started ahead. The
O. also changed her course after passing the R., thus drawing her tow
towards that .of the R. in midstream. Held, that the O. was also in
fault.

In Admiralty. Libel by the owners of the canal boat W. H.
Matthews against the steam tugs William Orr and Maggie S. Robin-
son for collision. Decree for libelants.
J. A. Hyland, for libelants.
G. B. Wellington, for The Orr.

' ..0. l). Hud$on, for The Robinson.
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COXE, District Judge. The libelants, as owners of the canal boat
W. H. Matthews, bring this action against the steam tugs Orr and
Robinson to recover damages for a collision which was caused by
the alleged negligence of both of the tugs. On the morning of
July 26, 1890, the Matthews was being towed by the Orr from
Albany to Troy. There were four boats in the tow, tailed one
behind the other. The Matthews was the last, and was about 900
feet behind the tug. She was unloaded. When the Orr had
reached a point about a mile below the Troy bridge where the river
is about 500 feet wide she met the Robinson coming down the river
with five canalboats in tow, arranged in two tiers, there being three
in the first and two in the second tier. In passing each other the
starboard boat of the Robinson's forward tier struck the boat
immediately ahead of the Matthews, causing the bow of the latter
to be deflected to starboard, thus producing a collision between her
and the said boat of the Robinson's tow. The bow of the Matthews
was injured considerably, the repairs costing $95.21. She was de-
layed nine days. A reasonable allowance for demurrage is $8 per·
day, or $72 in the aggregate. The entire damage occasioned by the
collision is $167.21. No fault is imputed to the canal boat except
that the helmsman was not on duty at the moment of the collision.
The testimony for the libelants tends to show that he was at the
helm, which he had put hard astarboard, and that nothing more
could have been done bv the canal boat to avoid the accident. It
is, however, unnecessary to decide this question of fact, as the court
is convinced that nothing the helmsman could have done would have
prevented the collision.
The canal boat being free from fault, the question for the court

to determine. is whether it was the negligence of one or both of the
tugs which caused the accident. There was just ahead of the
Robinson another tug,-the Crandall,-with a tow of seven canal
boats arranged in two tiers, there being four in the first and three
in the second tier. A fourth tug,-the Manny,-with her tow, was
going up the river. The day was clear and the approaching boats
could easily see each other when half a mile, or more, away. The
current in the river at this season of the year is slow, not being
over two and a half miles an hour, but there was an ebb tide run-
ning. The first signal came from the Orr indicating that she
wished to go to the left. This signal was assented to by the Rob-
inson and the Crandall. The Crandall had started ahead of the
Robinson, but the latter had overtaken her and at the time of the
collision was either lapping the Crandall's second tier or was pass-
ing to the west of the Crandall and her tow. At all events there
is no dispute that at the time of the collision the course of the
Robinson lay between the courses of the other tugs. The evidence
further establishes the fact that the channel is considerably nar-
rower than the river and that the Orr was as near the west bank
and the Crandall the east bank as prudent navigation permitted.
The Robinson was manifestly in fault for attempting to pass the
Crandall at this point The Crandall started some 20 minutes
ahead of the Robinson but had a much heavier tow than the Rob-
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inson. .Th.e latter, long before the accident and the boats
were a mile apart BaW, or might have seen, the exact situa-
tion.Her duty to keep, behind the Crandall was clear. It was
a grave fault for her, in such circumstances, to. crowd into a nar-
row channel between two passing tows when .• she could just as
well have kept in the wake of the Crandall's tow. By taking the
course she did she put the Orr into what the counsel for the Robin-
son aptly terms "a pocket." The Orr was not in fault for taking the
west side of the channel. Her proposition togo to the left was
agreed to by all.
Was· she negligent in other respects? The court has read the

testimony,. and some portions of it several times, to reconcile, if
possible, .thecontradictions and confusion which exist upon severaJ
material points. The court is unable, however, to reach a satis·
factory conclusion as to the width of the channel at the point of col·
lision; the position of the sand barge with reference to the same
point; whether the Orr was ahead of the Manny or vice versa;
whether the Crandall was in the center or on the eastern side of the
channel; whether the Robinson· was abreast of the Crandall's
tow or was just lapping the last tier, and many other considera-
tions· which are important factors in determining the question of
negligence as to the Orr. The testimony of the master of the Ott
is not altogether clear,but there appears to be· no doubt that when
he wason the extreme we$tern edge of the channel, just previous
to the collision, he stopped, backed up and took in some 250 feet of
hawser. Directly thereafter he saw that the "double-header" in his
tow was going ahead and was about to hit the Robinson's tow,
when he straightened up, pulled the boats clear,and started on
again, the collision occurring almost immediately. It would seem
that at such a time and in such an extremity this was a most haz-
ardous maneuver, and that it may have contributed to the accident.
Furthermore, the testimony indicates that after the tugs had passed,
the Orr changed her course towards the center of the river, thus
drawing her tow directly towards the tow of the Robinson. This
unquestionably was unskillful seamanship. There is some evi-
dence that it was necessary to avoid grounding, but the court
is satisfied that it was an unwise proceeding. The impression pro-
duced by all the evidence is that the Orr was placed in a dangerous
position, chiefly through the negligence of the Robinson, but that
i)nce there her own unskillful seamanship contributed to the disaster
which befel the libelants' boat. It follows that the libelants are
entitled to a decree against both tugs for $167.21, with interest
thereon from August 4, 1890, and costs.
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THE J. E. TRUDEAU.
NEW ORLEANS & A. PACKET CO. et aI. v. PICKLES.
PICKLES v. NEW ORLEANS & A. PACKET CO. et al.
(Circuit Cvurt of Appeals, Fifth Circuit. January 16, 1893.)

No. 51.
1. COLLISION--BoAT AT PIER-VIS MAJOR-EVIDENCE.

A steamer descending the Mississippi, in trying to make a landing at
the foot of Canal street, New Orleans, at 2:30 A. M., collided with and sunk
a tug lying at her wharf. It was the CU'3tom of prudent navigators at-
tempting to make a landing at that point to pass below it before turning
towards the shore, in order to avoid a well-known and dangerous eddy.
The steamer did not do so, and set up in defense the fact that she, without
fault, had become unmanageable just before the collision by having her
rudder clogged by some floating obstruction, the only evidence of which
was the conflicting and uncertain testimony of the pilot, who made no
complaint of any obstruction until after the collision. Held, that a case of
vis major was not proved, and that the steamer was at fault. 48 Fed. Rep.
841, affirmed.

2. SAME-MEASURE OF DAMAGES.
Althongh no fixed rule of depreciation from first cost can be adopted as

8,' safe measure of the value of steamboats, and the appellate court con-
siders a better method of valuation to be the expense of replacing the lost
vessel, allowing about one third new for old, j'et, where the trial judge
in his opinion adopts a rule of 10 per cent. depreciation per annum, the
amount of damages based thereon should not be increased on appeaL

S. ADMIRALTy-PJ,EADING-A:\lENDMENT.
'Vhere the libel for collision makes no prayer for interest on the amount

awarded, such prayer may be made under adJniralty rule 24, by an amend-
ed libel filed after all the issues except the amount of damages have been
determined.

Appeal from the District Court of the United States for the East-
ern District of Louisiana.
In Admiralty. Libel by Thomas Pickles against the steamboat

J. E. Trudeau, A. P. Trousdale, master, her tackle, etc. The New
Orleans & Atchafalaya Packet Company, claimant and owner, inter-
vened, and obtained a release on bond, of W. G. Coyle, R. W. Wilmot,
and J. H. Menge, sureties. A decree was rendered for libelant. 48
Fed. Rep. 847. Both parties appeal. Affirmed.
J. P. Hornor and Guy M. Hornor, for New Orleans & A. Packet Co.
James McConnell and Frank N. Butler, for Pickles.
Before PARDEE and McCORMICK, Circuit Judges, and LOCKE,

District Judge.

PARDEE, Circuit Judge. Thomas Pickles exhibited his libel in
the district court of the United States for the eastern district of Lou-
isiana against the steamboat J. E. Trudeau, A. P. Trousdale, master,
her tackle, apparel, and furniture, and against all persons lawfully
intervening for their interest in said vessel, in a cause of collision.
civil and maritime; and his cause of action was fully set forth in the
second and third articles of his libel, as follows:


